Dartmouth College CLOSED BID Sale
Please use this Notice as the Bid Letter. Bid Letters need to be sent/received or dropped off/hand delivered to Address: Procurement Services, Attn. Fall Sale, HB 6114 or Procurement Services, 7 Lebanon Street, Suite 313, Hanover, NH 03755. (Bid Letters must be received, in a sealed envelope, no later than Wednesday, 11-06-2019 at Noon (12:00 PM))

When bidding please submit a price per each. If you wish not to bid on an item, please leave blank or enter zero on the bid line. Items will be sold to the highest bidder buying one or all. If the items are bid of equal price, we reserve the right to offer the purchase to same or next highest bidder.

Please note there is a starting bid on all items.

Please note there is a starting bid on the Deltamax Model DML-1122 Sound Speaker with a Serial Number 1399900051 and 1399900041 of $50.00 per pair (2) Speakers only.

Stock Photos

(Note* STOCK PHOTO reference only)
Professional Sound Speakers: Make: Deltamax, Model DML-1122, Serial Number 1399900051 and 1399900041, Sound Speaker Please note this is a four-wire speaker which requires an external crossover. Sold as pairs. These units were all working when removed from Service. Professionally used and maintained on campus in the theatrical setting. For more information contact Todd Campbell Todd.Campbell@dartmouth.edu or Jason Merwin Jason.Merwin@dartmouth.edu

1) Bid per pair Speakers (minimum $50.00) __________

* * *

Please note there is a starting bid on the Deltamax Model DML-1122 Sound Speaker with a Serial Numbers 14009000013 and 1400900022 of $50.00 per pair (2) Speakers only.

Stock Photos
Professional Sound Speakers: Make: Deltamax, Model DML-1122, Serial Number 14009000013 and 1400900022, Sound Speaker Please note this is a four-wire speaker which requires an external crossover. Sold as pairs. These units were all working when removed from Service. Professionally used and maintained on campus in the theatrical setting. For more information contact Todd Campbell Todd.Campbell@dartmouth.edu or Jason Merwin Jason.Merwin@dartmouth.edu

2) Bid per pair Speakers (minimum $50.00) _______

* * *

Please note there is a starting bid on the Deltamax Model DML-1122 Sound Speaker with a Serial Numbers 1399900053 and 1399900052 of $50.00 per pair (2) Speakers only.

Stock Photos
and maintained on campus in the theatrical setting. For more information contact Todd Campbell Todd.Campbell@dartmouth.edu or Jason Merwin Jason.Merwin@dartmouth.edu

3) Bid per pair Speakers (minimum $50.00) ________

* * *

Please note there is a starting bid on the Deltamax Model DMC-1122 Crossover/Two-way biamp companion electronic controller for the speakers above of $50.00 per (1) Crossover/biamp.

Actual Photos of item

(Note* Actual Photos of item)
Professional Sound Crossover/biamp  Make: Deltamax, Model DMC-1122 serial number 09898615 Sound Crossover/Biamp. Please note this is a unit to control the four-wire speakers above. We only have one unit for sale. This unit was working when removed from Service. Professionally used and maintained on campus in the theatrical setting. For more information contact Todd Campbell Todd.Campbell@dartmouth.edu or Jason Merwin Jason.Merwin@dartmouth.edu

4) Bid (minimum $50.00) ________

* * *
Please note there is a starting bid on the EV Deltamax Model DML-2181A SUB Speaker $150.00 per (1) Speaker.
Actual Photos of item

(Note* Actual Photos of item)
Professional Sound EV Deltamax Model DML-2181A SUB Speaker serial number 902922645 Sub Sound Speaker. Please note this is a unit is a two-wire system and will work with most amps. We two unit for sale sold individually. This unit was working when removed from Service. Professionally used and maintained on campus in the theatrical setting. For more information contact Todd Campbell Todd.Campbell@dartmouth.edu or Jason Merwin Jason.Merwin@dartmouth.edu

5) Bid (minimum $150.00) __________  *  *  *

Please note there is a starting bid on the EV Deltamax Model DML-2181A SUB Speaker $150.00 per (1) Speaker.
Actual Photos of item
Professional Sound EV Deltamax Model DML-2181A SUB Speaker serial number 902922646 Sub Sound Speaker. Please note this is a unit is a two-wire system and will work with most amps. We two unit for sale sold individually. This unit was working when removed from Service. Professionally used and maintained on campus in the theatrical setting. For more information contact Todd Campbell Todd.Campbell@dartmouth.edu or Jason Merwin Jason.Merwin@dartmouth.edu

6) Bid (minimum $150.00) ________

* * *

Please note there is a starting bid on the Metal Building of $500.00.

Actual Photos of item
Metal Building used for one year to store a forklift under. Dimension: 9'5" wide, 16' deep and 10'6" high at the peak. The item is located at the Thayer School of Engineering. The purchaser of the unit is completely responsible for disassembly and removal of the entire building. For more information please contact Jonathan Stark Jonathan.H.Stark@dartmouth.edu

7) Bid (minimum $500.00) ________

Items are in a storage setting or parking lot. Contact those described in the information for more information.
The Buyer or Buyer's Agent, having carefully inspected all items listed above, agrees to purchase same from Dartmouth College on an as is basis and at the price indicated. All items will be removed by the Buyer from their present location during normal business hours, by appointment only, with transportation provided by the Buyer at its sole expense. Buyer accepts full responsibility for the replacement or repair to any College owned property while preparing and transporting the equipment from premises. It is understood that no warranties whatsoever, either express or implied, other than a warranty of title, is intended or given by Dartmouth College. The purchase price will be paid in full prior to and as a condition of removal of any material.
You will be required to sign a Bill of Sale agreeing to the terms and conditions outlined on the Bill of Sale by Dartmouth College with a check made payable to “Trustees of Dartmouth College”.

Please Print your Name: ____________________________________________
Date: ____________________
E-mail Address:
__________________________________________________________

Contact information:

(Bid Letters must be received, in a sealed envelope, no later than Wednesday, 11-06-2019 at Noon (12:00 PM))

Arthur R. Hanchett
Procurement Services
Fixed Asset /Surplus Property Administrator
Phone:(603) 646-2149
FAX:(603) 646-3810
E-mail: Arthur.R.Hanchett@Dartmouth.edu